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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 508 pages. Avenging Storm by Maurice Mayben, 2009,
Robert D. Reed PublishersRated 5-stars on Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Borders, and GoodReads.
com. A masterpiece of suspense, international intrigue, and peril. Richard Blake for Midwest Book
ReviewWarning you will NOT be able to put this book down! Fast paced, lots of twists, and a great
ending I loved it! Diann TonnesenImagine an ancient Chinese healer had developed a natural cure
for what we today call cancer: no drugs, no surgery, only healthy food and beverages that fortify
and cleanse the human body, enabling it to cure itself. The healer, Chang Li Suk, inscribed this
treatment onto several metal tablets, but they were lost during a 13th century sea voyage off the
coast of ancient Persia. Seven hundred years later, an American soldier, U. S. Army Staff Sergeant
Derek Storm, alone, wounded and stranded during Operation Desert Storm, discovers one of those
tablets in the Iraqi desert. Not able to read Chinese and not knowing the tablets significance, he
pockets the artifact and takes it home as a souvenir after the war. Twelve years down the road, a
stunningly beautiful young medical research doctor, Lisa Chen, who...
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of your publication. Your way of life
period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Ma tt Ma g g io-- Ma tt Ma g g io

An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a really worth reading through. Its
been written in an exceptionally easy way and it is only after i finished reading this ebook in which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- K a elyn Reichel-- K a elyn Reichel
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